Marketing and Content Development Internship

**Company description:**
Conceivable is a health technology company and the first modern fertility program that radically improves a woman’s chance to get and stay pregnant. The company is led by renowned fertility expert Kirsten Karchmer, who developed the integrative program over 15 years of clinical practice, while helping over 7,000 couples overcome fertility challenges. This is the ideal opportunity for a student considering entrepreneurship and startups as a potential career path and our intern will have a real and significant impact on moving the company forward. This internship is unpaid and we are looking for 5-10 hours per week over 4 months.

**Internship description:**
Since this is a true startup, the intern will have diverse responsibilities and must be comfortable wearing many hats.
Tasks:
- Social media work
- Data entry and lead generation
- Content creation
- Bonus: graphic design experience

**The idea candidate is:**
- Enrolled at a 4-year university.
- A strong writer.
- Dependable and punctual.
- Extremely organized.
- Excited to work in a fast-paced environment.

To apply, please send an email to dani@conceivable.com, with your resume and two writing samples. The deadline to apply is December 31st, 2015.

**Further information:**
- Our website: [www.conceivable.com](http://www.conceivable.com)